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Abstract
Electromyography (EMG) and mechanomyography (MMG) have been used to directly evaluate muscle
function through the electromechanical aspect of muscle contraction. The purpose of this study was to
establish new absolute indices to describe muscle contraction performance during dynamic exercise by
combining EMG and displacement MMG (dMMG) measured simultaneously using our previously
developed MMG/EMG hybrid transducer system. Study participants were eight healthy male non-athletes
(controls) and eight male athletes. EMG and dMMG of the vastus medialis were measured for 30 s during
four cycles of recumbent bicycle pedaling (30, 60, 90, and 120 W) and on passive joint movement. Total
powers were calculated based on the time domain waveforms of both signals. Muscle contraction
performance was veri�ed with the slope of regression line (SRL) and the residual sum of squares (RSS)
obtained from EMG and dMMG correlation. EMG and dMMG has increased with the work rate. Force and
EMG were similar between groups, but dMMG showed a signi�cant difference with load increase.
Athletes had signi�cantly higher SRL and signi�cantly lower RSS than controls. The average value
divided by SRL and RSS was higher in athletes than in controls. The indices presented by the combined
approach of EMG and dMMG showed a clear contrast between the investigated groups and may be
parameters that re�ect muscle contraction performance during dynamic exercise.

Introduction
A non-invasive and simple evaluation method is desirable for examiners, athletes, and patients in order to
understand the improvement in athletic performance due to daily training and treatment. Muscle function
in exercise, sports, and rehabilitation situation is often evaluated using simple quantitative measures
such as maximum muscle strength via muscle strength dynamometer and manual muscle test1, number
of enforcement time2. However, these methods are greatly affected by effort, motivation, and experience
of the examinee and may result in qualitative evaluation variability3, 4. Many studies have attempted
evaluation of muscle function during dynamic exercise on a laboratory scale using electromyography
(EMG) and mechanomyography (MMG), which can directly evaluate the target muscles. EMG quanti�es
the extent to which nerve drive causes activation of motor units during muscle contraction5. MMG
measured using various transducers such as accelerometers on the skin surface directly measures
muscle displacement and vibrations during muscle contraction, and can be representative of the �nal
proof of the muscle activity6. In other words, these evaluations can act as an input/output relationship
measures during muscle contraction. Furthermore, there is dissociation when using combined evaluation
via EMG and MMG between muscular dystrophy patients and healthy subjects7. This indicates a
decrease in the electro-mechanical coupling e�ciency of muscle due to the disease. A combined
evaluation using EMG and MMG may re�ect the overall performance of an individual muscle itself.

We hypothesized that the evaluation of muscle function using a combined approach with EMG and MMG
re�ects muscle contraction performance during dynamic exercise, highlighting individual differences in
athletic ability, even among healthy subjects. There have been many reports on simultaneous
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measurement of EMG and MMG in dynamic exercise8–10. In particular, muscle activity analysis related to
pedaling exercises investigating effects on the quadriceps femoris has been conducted in numerous
reports11–14. However, many of these reports are independent evaluations based on non-standardized
methodology, such as processed amplitude or mean power frequency (MPF). It is necessary to evaluate
from both electrical and mechanical activities for accurate evaluation of muscle. Independent estimation
of time-varying muscle strength is required for a wide range of movements envisioned in sports and
rehabilitation. Ultrasound is expected to be used for direct measurement of muscle strength in terms of
mechanical output15, but it is not clinically suitable because the morphology of the muscle can easily
change depending on the examiner's skill and the amount of pressure on the probe, and the relative
position of the probe to the muscle can change due to dynamic movement. In this respect, MMG has the
advantage of easy placement of miniaturized sensors and direct and pinpoint measurement of
mechanical information associated with minute morphological changes of muscles during exercise.
However, there are no reports that mention complex and hybrid evaluations using EMG and MMG during
dynamic exercise. Until now, simultaneous measurement of EMG and MMG has not described the
intrinsic contraction performance of muscles. By establishing an index to represent muscle contraction
performance, this combined approach enables a direct and absolute evaluation of a particular muscle
rather than using conventional relative estimations, such as inter-subject measures. Hybrid evaluation of
muscle based on EMG and MMG provide new valuable information on muscle function during exercise.

MMG remained at the research level due to some inconsistency regarding physical quantities measured
by various conventional transducers and unsuitability for dynamic measurement, and was considered to
be less versatile than EMG16. Recently, our group developed an MMG/EMG hybrid transducer system that
simultaneously measures EMG and MMG on a portable single device17. One previous study showed that
vastus medialis (VM) function could be quantitatively evaluated from the electro-mechanical aspect of
muscle contraction during pedaling and expressed a potential for exploring muscle contraction
performance using EMG and MMG18. The purpose of this study was to provide a unique and new
evaluation index that re�ects muscle contraction performance through a combined approach using EMG
and MMG measured during exercise. The combined evaluation of EMG and MMG to objectively quantify
muscle performance during dynamic exercise is simple and desirable in sports and rehabilitation and has
the potential to be useful exercise-based training and treatment strategies planning.

Methods

Subjects
Table 1 lists the basic characteristics of the 16 male subjects included. Eight active athletes (age: 20.3 ± 
0.5 years, height: 172.0 ± 5.9 cm, and body weight: 63.6 ± 7.8 kg [mean ± standard deviation (SD)]) and
eight non-athletes (controls) (age: 21.3 ± 0.90 years, height: 166.6 ± 5.8 cm, and body weight: 56.7 ± 8.9
kg [mean ± SD]) without speci�c athletic history and daily exercise participated in this study. Subjects
were clinically healthy without previous injuries or comorbidities on medical history. The athletes' sports
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consisted of four activities: middle-distance running, rowing, and triathlon. The athletes trained routinely
and their competition history spanned 5–10 years. This study was conducted according to the principles
of the Declaration of Helsinki with ethical approval from the Kawasaki University medical welfare ethics
committee (approval number 19 − 013). All subjects received su�cient explanation about the experiment
and participated after obtaining informed consent.

Table 1
Basic anthropometric characteristics of control and athlete subjects.

Data are means ± SD.

  Controls Athletes p-value

Age (years) 21.3 ± 0.9 20.3 ± 0.5 0.013

Body height (cm) 166.6 ± 5.8 172.0 ± 5.9 0.076

Body weight (kg) 56.7 ± 8.9 63.6 ± 7.8 0.085

Body surface area (m2) 1.63 ± 0.11 1.76 ± 0.13 0.332

Body mass index (kg/m2) 20.4 ± 2.0 21.4 ± 1.9 0.058

MMG/EMG hybrid transducer
Figure 1a shows the MMG/EMG hybrid transducer (HOHS-122, ERD Co. Okayama, Japan) we developed.
This transducer measures 47 × 34 × 24 mm and weighs 34 g. An MMG sensor is located in the center of
the bottom of transducer and EMG disposable electrodes are attached to both ends. The photo re�ector
using the MMG sensor was designed to be 3 mm above the skin surface. Skin variation was recorded as
the displacement MMG (dMMG). The dMMG measured using this system was calculated in advance
based on calibrated distance-voltage characteristics in the 12-bit A/D conversion. The transducer and PC
communicated via Bluetooth and data were recorded on a built-in SD card at any recording time and
sampling frequency. EMG and dMMG measured by this transducer had stable signals during pedaling
while not being affected by motion artifact. Although dMMG captures simple changes in muscle
morphology during exercise when strength is exerted, it is possible to extract only net muscle strength
components by normalizing data using dMMG for passive (involuntary) joint movement. The dMMG
directly detects recruitment of muscle �bers by the physical quantity of length (mm) during exercise; that
is, it represents changes in the physiological muscle cross-sectional area due to increased muscle
contraction. We have proved that the work rate, EMG, and dMMG are in a linear relationship for a certain
load using the developed transducer18. There is a recent study that uses this transformer to objectively
quantify the patellar tendon re�ex and use it to diagnose neurological diseases19.

Experimental set-up
Prior to the pedaling, subjects attempted maximum muscle contraction with their right lower limbs �xed
at 90°. Subjects were �xed to the backrest and performed knee extension exercises. Muscle strength was
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manually measured using a hand-held dynamometer (mTas F-1, ANIMA Inc., Tokyo, Japan) placed on the
fore ankle. The sensor pad was placed on the fore ankle. Then, subject skin was prepared by dedicate gel
application before attachment of the MMG/EMG hybrid transducer to reduce contact resistance. The
transducer was attached on top of an a�xed white marker to the center of the muscle of the right VM
(Fig. 1b). Subjects were then seated on a recumbent bicycle (V67i, SENOH Corp., Chiba, Japan) and
pedaled in a seated position after being secured with a dedicated belt to keep the transducer attached.
Their backs were �rmly in close contact with the backrest, toes were �xed with a belt, and both hands
gripped the hand grips (Fig. 1c). To eliminate the effects of antagonist muscles on pedaling, subjects
were instructed to focus on depressing on pedal. The cadence was set to 30 rpm for both feet (15 rpm per
side). Pedaling work rates were set at 30, 60, 90, and 120 W. Two experimenters manually rotated the
pedals when in the subject’s involuntary muscle contraction (passive pedaling) testing phase. Subjects
kept their cadence constant with the support of a metronome and their rotation speed was displayed on
the recumbent bicycle. Data were sampled at 1 kHz for 30 s.

Data analysis
Data were analyzed by adapting our previously reported method without conventional analysis (e.g.,
average recti�ed value [ARV] and root mean square [RMS])20. The EMG and dMMG data were processed
in the time domain. All data were squared and were integrated every 2 s. As a result, 15 data sets were
created, with corresponding averages de�ned as EMGTD and dMMGTD. As in our previous studies, EMGTD

values were normalized from the maximum value for each subject (n-EMGTD), and dMMGTD values were

normalized from dMMGTD data from passive pedaling (n-dMMGTD)18. The above series of analyses
calculated the total power (energy) of EMG and dMMG during pedaling for 30 s. All �nal results
comprised the average of pedaling for three cycles. Furthermore, the slope of the regression line (SRL)
and the residual sum of squares (RSS) were calculated from the relationship between n-EMGTD and n-
dMMGTD for each individual. Finally the SRL was divided by the RSS. This value was de�ned as dynamic
muscle performance index (DMPI), which determines muscle contraction performance during exercise.

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as mean ± SD. Statistical analysis of the data was performed using SPSS Statistics
24.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA). The normality of the data was evaluated using the Shapiro-wilk test.
Differences between the two groups (athletes versus controls) and within-subjects across the work rate
were assessed by two-way factorial ANOVA; if a signi�cant difference was observed, intergroup
comparisons were performed with post-hoc Sidak test (alpha value of 0.05). In addition, a student’s t test
was performed to compare force, SRL and RSS for each load level, and DMPI between the two
investigated groups (alpha value of 0.05, two sided). The correlations between n-EMGTD and n-dMMGTD

were investigated using the Pearson correlation test (alpha value of 0.05, two sided).

Results
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Force, EMGTD, and dMMGTD

Force, as measured by manual strength testing, was higher in athletes (450.7 ± 114.1 N) than in controls
(384.3 ± 120.0 N), but no signi�cant difference was observed (p = 0.356).

In Fig. 2a, the mean values of n-EMGTD are plotted as a function of each work rate for athletes and
controls. In both groups, n-EMGTD gradually increased in a similarly shaped curve with work rate. No
differences were found between athletes and controls at any work rate.

The mean value of n-dMMGTD as a function of each work rate for athletes and controls are shown in
Fig. 2b. In controls, n-dMMGTD was slightly increased or displayed almost no change across all work
rates. In contrast, n-dMMGTD of athletes increased linearly from 30 to 120 W. Moreover, at 120 W, n-
dMMGTD was considerable higher in athletes than in controls.

Relationship between EMGTD and dMMGTD

SRL, RSS (to evaluate the difference between the linear regression model and the data), and the
correlation coe�cient for all athlete and control subjects are presented in Table 2. All athlete subjects had
a strong positive correlation from 0.522 to 0.867. The controls had a weaker correlation coe�cient than
the athletes. Some subjects had no correlation. The SRL and RSS values were higher in athletes than in
controls. On the other hand, the RSS was lower for athletes. These results indicate that high mechanical
activity against electrical activity is stably exerted from 30 to 120 W in athletes.
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Table 2
Data of correlation coe�cient, SRL, RSS for each subject, in controls and athletes, and average values of
SRL and RSS for both groups. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01: statistical signi�cance for correlation coe�cient. ††

p < 0.01: vs. controls.

  Controls Athletes

Subject SRL RSS Correlation
coe�cients

Subject SRL RSS Correlation
coe�cients

1 0.479 2.416 0.508** 9 3.000 1.878 0.694**

2 0.849 2.577 0.478** 10 2.730 1.142 0.867**

3 0.136 3.693 0.135 11 2.641 1.467 0.768**

4 0.025 3.863 0.328* 12 2.266 1.641 0.815**

5 0.959 1.570 0.750** 13 2.915 1.066 0.867**

6 -0.443 4.976 -0.229 14 1.058 1.334 0.703**

7 0.243 3.461 0.456** 15 1.434 1.768 0.732**

8 0.085 2.665 0.06 16 1.041 2.776 0.522**

Means 
± SD

  0.292 
± 
0.458

3.152 
± 
1.058

    2.136 
± 
0.831††

1.634 
± 
0.543††

 

The average value of DMPI for athletes and controls is shown in Fig. 3. The DMPI was 113% higher in
athletes than in controls and showed a clear contrast.

Discussion
In general, muscle performance in exercise is expected to be higher in athletes who engage in sports on a
daily basis than in non-exercisers. Several reports have evaluated the muscle function of sports athletes
from various aspects. Muscle function of athletes is characterized by muscle mass21, 22, stiffness23, and
muscle strength24. Training can cause muscle hypertrophy and an increase in the number of muscle
�bers. In addition, some reports have noted that the muscle �ber type changes with resistance training25,

26, athletes are considered to have clear differences in the size and recruitment mechanism of their
muscle motor units during exercise.

In this study, n-EMGTD values were slightly higher in athletes at all work rates (Fig. 2a), and this trend was
the same tendency as isometric muscle strength as measured by manual muscle test. EMG in healthy
people is an indicator that re�ects muscle strength27. All subjects maintained pedaling under constant
load and cadence conditions in this experiment. Therefore, the muscle strength required to maintain
pedaling must be constant regardless of subject. Assuming that the contribution of VMs to pedaling is
equal in all subjects, it is a reasonable result that there was no difference between the two groups
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regarding EMGTD, which is the input signal for muscle contraction. Indeed, EMG during dynamic exercise
estimates muscle strength, but it is di�cult to normalize (e.g., maximum voluntary contraction [MVC])
under certain dynamic exercise conditions. It is assumed that EMG is inadequate for estimating an
individual's muscle contraction performance during pedaling. In other words, determining the muscle
function of an athlete with excellent athletic ability has not been possible. On the other hand, MMG
represents the �nal output of the muscle contraction to the input signal in that the higher the MMG, the
more motor units are recruited, and it captures the physical behavior of muscle �bers during muscle
contraction28. MMG re�ects the state of the mechanical activity of muscles. Akataki et al. reported that
the MMG of the quadriceps femoris measured by an accelerometer in isometric contraction correlates
with muscle strength at 10–80% MVC and shows a decreasing tendency thereafter29. In this study, n-
dMMGTD of the controls increased slightly with pedaling work rate and became constant from 90 W
upwards. This result suggests that the motor unit completed mobilization in the range of low load
compared to the athlete, and the pedaling was maintained at a constant level due to an increase in
synapse �ring rate in the subsequent load. On the other hand, n-dMMGTD continued to increase
proportionally with pedaling work rate in athletes. This result suggests that n-dMMGTD illustrates the
recruitment of motor units still in progress even at the maximum load and that athletes have a margin of
reserve muscle strength for the exercise compared to controls. It is signi�cant that n-dMMGTD showed the
superiority of athletes. Previous studies have examined the amplitude of MMG based on sex
differences30 and age31 in isometric contraction. MMG of men and youths, who are supposed to have
higher athletic ability, were higher in a range of relatively large loads. However, muscle contraction
performance using EMG and MMG measured during exercise can be understood only by considering
factors such as inter-subject factors, inter-muscle factors, and time; that is, there is no absolute index to
express muscle contraction performance.

Until now, competitive performance during pedaling exercise has been estimated by indirect indicators
measured by devices via joint movement such as maximum power in full-power pedaling32, cadence at
maximum power33, and pedaling force34, with no absolute index showing muscle-speci�c characteristics.
EMG and MMG can be mentioned as alternatives to the above, but both signals are evaluated
independently using diverse evaluation items and must be evaluated relative to each other as mentioned
earlier. Additionally, the relationship between force and EMG amplitude has been widely used as an
indicator of electro-mechanical activity during muscle contraction in traditional research35, 36; however,
this measured force is ultimately an indirect indicator through joint movement. Several researchers have
demonstrated an EMG-MMG combined approach during isometric contraction in patients with muscular
dystrophy or myogenic disease7, 37. All studies reported that the EMG-MMG ratio was lower in patients
with disease than in healthy subjects, suggesting that electromechanical coupling e�ciency of muscle in
patients with disease is reduced. Conversely, it is speculated that muscles can contract more e�ciently as
the EMG-MMG ratio increases. It is assumed that muscles suitable for exercise can produce a higher
MMG (output) relative to the EMG (input) value during the muscle contraction process. Naturally, muscles
unsuitable for exercise will display the opposite. For the above reason, we hypothesized that the EMG-
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MMG ratio determines the superiority or inferiority of the individual muscle contraction performance in
exercise. In fact, the SRL of the athlete group was signi�cantly higher than that of the controls (Table 2).
The slopes obtained from this dynamic exercise were comparable to the EMG-MMG ratio of previous
EMG-MMG combined studies and, as a result, indicate that a high electro-mechanical coupling e�ciency,
a characteristic that allows it to produce a large output (dMMG) for an input (EMG). Sport athletes are
expected to have different composition ratios of muscle �bers, and recruitment patterns of motor units
compared to ordinary people because of their characteristics of competition, training, and other innate
qualities38, 39. Since SRL represents the ratio of input/output (n-dMMGTD/n-EMGTD) in muscle
contraction, it may represents the e�ciency of muscle contraction. An e�cient muscle means that it
produces more work with less input energy. Several studies reported that people with a high proportion of
type I muscle �bers have higher exercise e�ciency than those with a high proportion of type II muscle
�bers40–42. The activities performed by the athletes in this study required relatively good endurance.
Assuming that the muscles of the athlete group with endurance in this study had a higher proportion of
type I than type II muscle �bers, it seems reasonable that the SRL was higher than that of the control
group. Additionally, Esposito et al. reported a clear difference in EMG and MMG amplitudes between elite
rock climbers and controls43. It seemed that the SRL calculated from EMGTD and dMMGTD in dynamic
exercise represents a part of the performance of muscle contraction with respect to exercise.

On the other hand, we focused on the extent to which the analyzed EMGTD and dMMGTD �t a regression
line. The RSS is an index that evaluates the difference between measured (analyzed) data and an
estimated model. A lower RSS indicates that the model �ts snugly against the data. The RSS of athletes
was signi�cantly higher than that of controls (Table 2). This means that athletes had a stable dMMGTD-
to-EMGTD signal to maintain dynamic repetitive and cyclic movement. Considering that measured raw
dMMG via MMG/EMG hybrid transducer expresses muscle morphological changes, it seems that the
amount of change in a physiological cross-sectional area consistently increases and decreases during
pedaling with knee �exion and extension. RSS may re�ect the physiological properties of muscle
viscoelasticity (due to changes in muscle morphology) apart from the output characteristic. Force
steadiness in isometric muscle contraction has been investigated as an indicator of the accuracy of
human exertion by a number of previous researchers44, 45. The exerted force during voluntary muscle
contraction �uctuates around the required force magnitude46. Elderly individuals have less force
steadiness than youths47, 48. Thus, stability of muscle contraction in response to constant exercise tasks
may be one of the most important factors associated with muscle contraction performance. At constant
velocity and load tasks in this study, the muscles of highly athletic people not only had high EMG-MMG
ratio characteristics, but also provided a strong stability (low RSS) to sustain exercise conditions.
Therefore, it is assumed that high muscle contraction performance requires higher SRL and lower RSS. It
seems that these indicators express the ability to rapidly and stably achieve a constant cadence against
the imposed load. Therefore, we proposed the DMPI during dynamic exercise in combination with SRL
and RSS, which considers both characteristics. There was a clear difference in the DMPI of athletes
versus that of controls (Fig. 3). Athletes have ultimately excellent muscle control function after training-
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induced muscle �ber type shifts and motor unit recruitment pattern26, 49. These indices may be evidence
of the hypothesis of this study.

Finally, we demonstrated the relationship between indices of SRL, RSS, and DMPI and muscle ability
using the MMG/EMG hybrid transducer system in this study. To the best of our knowledge, this study is
the �rst to evaluate the muscle function using a new index that combines EMG and MMG during dynamic
exercise. From a practical perspective, SRL and RSS have the advantage of not requiring complicated
calculations. These indices may be new absolute indices that re�ect muscle contraction performance in
dynamic exercise.

The application of the indices presented, SRL, RSS, and DMPI, is currently con�ned to cyclic exercise with
few disturbance elements and restricted joint movements. The analysis of muscle contraction
performance during walking or running in daily movements and special movements in competitive sports
remains a matter to be discussed further. Slight differences in individual exercise style, habits, and
intensities may affect the indices of muscle contraction performance. Concerning this point, we believe
that cyclic exercise that can exclude those effects is immensely effective in simply estimating muscle-
speci�c performance. However, these indicators are possibility of vary greatly depending on the exercise
load imposed on the subject. It may be necessary to develop an appropriate protocol for estimating
muscle contraction performance.

The focus of the present study was that several indices obtained using a combined evaluation of EMG
and dMMG can evaluate the performance of individual muscles. We expect these indices to represent the
potential ability of muscles during dynamic exercise. In rehabilitation and nursing care situations, a motor
function evaluation method during practical movement is required rather than static evaluation50, 51.
Figure 4 shows the muscle contraction performance of all subjects in this study classi�ed using SRL and
RSS, with average values shown in the �gure. Higher SRL and lower RSS are plotted in the upper left
section of the �gure, representing higher performance muscles. It seems possible to depict the superiority
or inferiority of an individual's athletic ability according to muscle contraction performance in four zones.
This classi�cation extracts detailed characteristics of the target muscle and may contribute to the
evaluation of variables, such as athlete competitiveness and rehabilitation effectiveness; however, we
must look more carefully into the interpretation of exercise physiology of each classi�cation. In order to
establish and bolster the indices proposed in this study in practical application, a further direction of this
study would be to recruit more subjects of diverse backgrounds, such as sex, age, height, weight, and
exercise history, to create more variable data distribution.

In conclusion, this study demonstrated the effectiveness of evaluating dynamic muscle contraction
performance using various indices, which were obtained using a combined approach with EMG and
dMMG, obtained via the MMG/EMG hybrid transducer system, during recumbent bicycle pedaling. The
indices showed a clear contrast between the controls and athletes in a range of low-to-high exercise loads
and could be parameters that re�ect potential muscle-speci�c performance during dynamic exercise.
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Figure 1

Example of measuring EMG and dMMG. a: MMG/EMG hybrid transducer. b: Attachment the MMG/EMG
hybrid transducer on the surface of the skin. c: Subject sits on the recumbent bicycle with both toes �xed
to the pedals and both hands gripping the handles.
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Figure 2

Relationship between work rate and a: n-EMGTD, b: n-dMMGTD, in controls (open circles) and athletes
(closed circles). All quantitative data are expressed as means ±SD; n = 8,8 for control and athlete groups,
respectively. *p < 0.05 vs. controls. ††p < 0.01: within MMG subjects, ‡‡p <0.01: within EMG subjects.

Figure 3

Average of SRL divided by RSS, i.e. DMPI in controls (white column) and athletes (black column). Data
are expressed as means ±SD. Statistical signi�cance; **p < 0.01.
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Figure 4

A classi�cation indication muscle contraction performance, in controls (open circles) and athletes (closed
circles). The numbers in the squares and dotted lines are the average of all subjects on each axis. The
upper left category has superior both characteristics of responsiveness and stability, which are inferior in
the lower right.


